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Jewelled Tales of Libya displayed in London
Karen Dabrowska

London

T

he Jewelled Tales of Libya
Exhibition in London’s
Arab-British Centre was
an amazing joint venture between traditional
jewellery collector Najlaa el-Ageli,
vintage photographs collector Hala
Ghellali and contemporary Libyan
photographer Sassi Harib.
Forty-five pieces of authentic Libyan silver jewellery from the 1920s
to the 1960s were displayed in conjunction with vintage photographs
of women from all over Libya wearing them.
Next to the photographs were the
works of Harib, who creates a fascinating explosion of colour through
his images of women from southern Libya wearing their treasured
adornments.
Chokers, belts, headpieces, bangles and silver slippers are among
the displayed jewellery.
“Silver is not being made any
more, everything is manufactured
in China nowadays,” Ageli said. “It is
one of those things that we are losing on a major scale. We are saving
it. People do not know the value of
such heritage. When you take a look
at the jewellery, each piece tells a
story and it links the different parts
of Libya.”
Some of the bulky necklaces, with
intricate carvings, were displayed
on mannequins. The smaller pieces
were in a glass case and visitors to
the exhibition could try on the large
rings.
Ageli said the jewellery reflects
the richness of Libyan history. “At
the moment, Libyans themselves
are not really aware of their heritage and history or they have forgotten about it,” she said. “If you tell a
Westerner that you are from Libya,
they are surprised that it is an ancient country and that it is facing
Europe. It is the gateway to Africa
but it is unknown. Because of its turbulent modern history, it is just associated with dictatorship, wars and
conflict and people seem to forget
about the beauty of the place.”
The 13 original vintage photographs from Ghellali’s private collection date to the early decades of
the 20th century. They are images of
Libyan women taken by Italian pho-

Libyan jewellery on display at Jewelled Tales of Libya Exhibition of old Libyan jewellery at the Arab-British Centre London. (The Arab-British Centre)
tographers who established studios
in Libya during the European colonisation and contributed to the Orientalist strand of photography.
“Many of the early photos were
not of Libyans,” Ghellali said. “I
knew that they were not Libyan because the traditional dress was not
Libyan. The Orientalist trend was
to send photographs home to the
fiancé or to the wife. I noticed that
many of the photographs [purporting to be of Libyans] were not Libyans. They were Tunisians posing as
Libyans.”
Ghellali, a Libya-born academic
translator from California, has been
a keen collector of photographs
from colonial and post-colonial Libya for 20 years and has many original photographs. In 2008, she came
across the Libyan Photo Collectors
Facebook page and is now one of the
administrators of the page.

“I went on eBay, started buying
photos and putting them together,”
she said. “I also discovered details
about the jewellery, about how
clothes were made differently 100
years ago. I also tried to ‘read’ the
photos according to the writings of
travellers, especially women travellers.”

Jewelled Tales of
Libya was a
celebration of Libya’s
culture, history and
heritage.
Ageli took Harib’s photographs to
London after a recent visit to Libya.
“It is very difficult for him to travel
to London,” she explained. “This is
the first time his work is exhibited
in Europe. His unique work cap-

tures the beauty of Libyan women,
especially women from the south of
Libya in Fezzan, Ghadames and the
Nafusa mountains and the beautiful
colours of Libya.”
Commenting on the vintage photos she said: “They picture the majority of women all across Libya —
Tripoli, Benghazi, Tobruk and the
Tuareg and Tibu tribes — in the early
20th century. They tell quite an interesting story.
“The first thing that catches your
eye is the faces: the Arab, African
and Amazegh faces of the different
ladies but when you look closely
you see a lot of the silver that they
wear unites them. That is what
caught my attention. I want to celebrate Libyan women. They seem
to be forgotten but they are a major
part of the country and we have to
tell their story.”
Ageli, co-founder of Noon Arts,

which strives to bring the best of
Libyan art to the world stage, also
observed that “the layers of cultural
influences that have formed Libya’s
identity — from the ancient Greek
and Roman civilisations to the African, Amazigh, Bedouin, Moorish,
Jewish, Ottoman and Arab peoples
— are innocently revealed in the jewellery on display. Together they present the country’s difficult journey
over the millennia, without making
any judgment and without hiding
any truths.”
Ghellali described the Jewelled
Tales of Libya Exhibition as a political statement, saying: “We want to
celebrate Libya’s culture, its history,
its beauty and its heritage.”
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society section of
The Arab Weekly.

Egyptian film Mawlana tackles issue of religion and state
Mohamed Zaki

Cairo

A

n Egyptian box office hit
that highlights the religious establishment’s
cosy relations with the
state has provoked a
backlash from Sunni Muslim clerics, with some calling for the film to
be banned.
Adapted from a novel by prominent journalist Ibrahim Eissa, Mawlana — The Preacher — tells the story
of a popular television preacher
who struggles to reconcile his religious principles with demands
and pressures from politicians and
security agencies as well as human
temptations.
Through the protagonist, a cleric
from al-Azhar, Cairo’s 1,000-yearold centre of Islamic learning, the
film lays bare the complex and
troubling interplay between the
state, religious establishment, mass
media and Islamist extremism in
Egypt.
The issue could not be more timely.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi, a former army general, overthrew the Muslim Brotherhood government in 2013 and is still battling
radical Islamists. The day after the
film’s premiere, a suicide bomber
killed 28 people in an attack claimed

Egyptians walk past an advertisement featuring the Egyptian film
Mawlana at a cinema in Cairo, on January 23rd.
(Reuters)
by the Islamic State (ISIS) on Cairo’s
main Coptic Christian cathedral.
Clerics at al-Azhar responded angrily to the film, which they say tarnishes the image of establishment
Islam just as it steps up efforts to

rein in violent extremism.
“The film came out at a bad time.
This is a time when people are asking to renew religious discourse and
improve al-Azhar’s image. The film
coming out now is very wrong. Even

its title is problematic,” said Sameh
Mohamed, a preacher at al-Azhar.
Mohamed said the film, in which
the televangelist initially bends to
the demands of senior officials before having a change of heart, paints
clerics as unprincipled and statecontrolled.
Film director Magdy Ahmed Ali
begs to differ. “This is the perfect
time for the film,” he said. “The
army is fighting terrorism, extremism is on the rise and people are
calling for a renewal of religious discourse.”
Sisi has made combating extremism a priority and assigned al-Azhar
a central role in defending mainstream Islam. Egyptian courts have
jailed thousands of Muslim Brotherhood followers during his rule.
Shortly after the military ousted
the Brotherhood’s Muhammad
Morsi from the presidency in 2013,
the Religious Endowments Ministry
fired 55,000 preachers not authorised by al-Azhar.
The preachers were accused of
inciting violence, spreading extremist views or supporting the
Brotherhood, the world’s oldest
Islamist movement. The Brotherhood, which has been outlawed as
a terrorist organisation, says it is
peaceful.
Variety, the US entertainment
trade paper, called the film “a forthright critique of corruption and fundamentalism” that was “certain to

be one of the most discussed movies” in Egypt.
Mawlana is showing to packed
houses in regular commercial cinemas, not just a few art houses in Cairo. It had taken in nearly $400,000
by its third week — a strong showing
for a local film.
Apart from Sunni-Shia tensions,
the film explores the origins and effects of sectarian tensions that have
flared in recent years between Muslims and Christians. Egypt’s Copts
are the largest Christian minority in
the Middle East, making up about
10% of the country’s population.

This is the perfect
time for the film.
Film director
Magdy Ahmed Ali

”

In the film’s dramatic climax, a
young man blows up a church. Life
imitated art the day after its premiere with the suicide bomb attack
on Cairo’s Saint Mark’s Cathedral,
the seat of the Coptic papacy.
“Religion, with power, with money is a killer triangle,” Eissa, who
helped adapt the script for cinema,
said. “This triangle is responsible
for all the intellectual, political and
social decline we are in.”
(Reuters)

